Dear Chairman Tierney & Ms. Betts:
I would like to take this opportunity to propose a small, but highly deserving historic district in Forest Hills: “Roman Avenue Historic District.” It is situated on the west side of 72nd Ave between Austin St & Queens Boulevard. I am speaking on behalf of Rego-Forest Preservation Council, a group of neighborhood residents and preservationists, which advocates for individual landmarks and historic districts throughout Forest Hills & Rego Park, Queens.
The proposed historic district includes the properties of 108-11 72nd Ave, 108-15 72nd Ave, 108-17 72nd Ave, 108-19 72nd Ave, & 108-21 72nd Ave. These rare surviving rowhouses were erected by the Cord Meyer Development Corporation during the summer & fall of 1906. They were designed by Benjamin Dresler, and housed Forest Hills’ first plumber, electrician, and carpenter. The rowhouses are the only of its type in Forest Hills, the earliest residences, and the oldest extant developments. Prior to 1906, Forest Hills was known as Whitepot, and consisted solely of farmland. The rowhouses predate the historic Forest Hills Gardens by 3 years, are in close proximity, and situated in a section of Forest Hills that’s noteworthy for its high concentration of historic architecture. 
The Central Queens Historical Association, headed by historian Jeff Gottlieb, led a dedication ceremony in May 1991 for the 85th anniversary of the rowhouses. In August 2006, the site was re-dedicated to commemorate their 100th anniversary, which was synonymous with the 100th anniversary celebration of Forest Hills. Both ceremonies were attended by members of the Central Queens Historical Association, neighborhood residents, and elected officials, as well as the media. A plaque was donated in 1991, and mounted on 108-19 72nd Ave, the residence of Dr. Sanford Goodman (sponsor), who founded the Forest Hills Chamber of Commerce. It reads: This marker denotes the first assemblage of residential structures, still extant, erected in Forest Hills. Built in 1906, they were the beginnings of this historic, beautiful community.
According to a March 29, 1931 NY Times article, entitled “Model Apartments For Forest Hills,” George Meyer shares the trials and tribulations of the pioneer suburban developer. He reflects on Cord Meyer’s success rate in developing Forest Hills for a quarter of a century, and brings the rowhouses into the spotlight. He states, “Roman Avenue between Queens Boulevard and Austin, was the first street to be cut through, and on it the company started its first building operations; ten two-family brick homes, and offered them for sale at $5,500 each.” Roman Ave was selected due to its convenience to the (long defunct) Austin St stop of the LIRR, and the planned Continental Ave Station, which was electrified shortly after. 
In the 1950s, most establishments were converted to mixed-use facilities consisting of residences and offices. Fast forward to 2007, a local developer has demolished 4 of 5 rowhouses on the east side of the avenue (opposite side) over the last five years, with the exception of 1 that is obscured. To add, 2 of the remaining 5 rowhouses on the west side of the avenue are now being marketed with air rights as a prime opportunity to developers &/or investors. The current zoning is not in our favor: C4-2/3.4 (4.8 Comm. Use). With the exception of an outdoor foyer on 2 of the addresses, the facades are mostly intact. Similar rowhouses were far more prevalent in Manhattan & Brooklyn than in Queens. Distinguishable characteristics of this assemblage are unique low-rise stoops, a variation in cornice and lintel detail, red brick and limestone facades, bedrock bases, some original wooden doors, occasional stained glass, and gargoyles. 
In sum, the community is in an uproar that a site that “tells a story of the evolution of Forest Hills” and “portrays a series of firsts” is highly endangered. Other Forest Hills properties are endangered, but these take priority. Please calendar these rare survivors for a public hearing in the shortest timespan possible, and move forward to designate, to ensure that they won’t meet the same fate as their once beloved counterparts. We would be happy to meet with you at your convenience, and provide any further assistance to your research or inquiries. Thank you!
Sincerely,
Michael Perlman
Rego-Forest Preservation Council, Chair
Four Borough Preservation Alliance, Bd. of Dir.


